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Conferences/workshops and other information related to REMESH

1. ICTIS2019, Liverpool, UK. Prof. Xinping Yan from WUT and Professor Jin Wang from LJMU organised the 5th International Conference on Transportation Information and Safety, 14-17 July 2019. http://ictis.whut.edu.cn/.

2. Professor Dong-Ling Xu from UNIMAN attended the 4th International Symposium on Evidential Reasoning and Artificial Intelligence in Kunming, China, July 2019.


4. Lucas Correa Dresch is contacting different humanitarian organizations (Doctors without borders, Caritas, Red Cross and UN) to discuss latest developments on cooling technologies and main ERSC management approaches employed during emergency situations.

5. UBO - Literature study about cooling technologies and rapid monitoring technologies to be applied on ERSC.

6. UGR - 8th International Business Servitization Conference, San Sebastian (Spain) (2019), Prof. Daniel Arias Aranda and Luis Miguel Molina Fernández from UGR and Prof. Vladimir Stantchev from SRH University of Applied Sciences Berlin, Applications of Internet of Things (IoT) and Blockchain for supply chain management in humanitarian Disasters

Publications arising from the project

Journal papers


Conference papers

Other publications
Invited presentations
1. Jun Ren, “Emergency Supply Chain Management: Challenges and Opportunities”, invited presentation at Mahidol University, Bangkok, 11th June. 2019
4. Professor Dong-Ling Xu and Professor Jianbo Yang from UNIMAN delivered seminars on “Interpretable Machine Learning and Decision Making via Evidential Reasoning”
5. Professor Dong-Ling Xu from UNIMAN provided a keynote speech on “Business Analytics and AI Decision Systems Research and Application” at the Seventh International Research Conference on Systems Engineering and Management Science in Hefei, China.
6. Professor Andreas Norrman from LUSE provided a lecture on “Multiple Case Study Analysis”, invited presentation at Mahidol University, Bangkok, 8th Oct 2019.
7. Professor Andreas Norrman from LUSE provided a lecture on “Measuring Change Initiatives” invited presentation at Mahidol University, Bangkok, 10th October 2019.
8. Presentation of the ReMESH project to Bachelor, Master and PhD students of the University of Bonn. Introduction of the project to students interested in taking part of the project. November 2019.
9. Dr Jun Ren, “REMES project and its Implementations”, invited presentation at Business School of DCU, Dublin, 12th Feb. 2020
11. Dr. Ha-Nam Nguyen, introduction of ReMES project at International School of VNU, August 26th, 2020
12. Dr. Ha-Nam Nguyen, introduction of ReMES project and its application at University of Science and Technology - The University of Danang (DUT), November 16th, 2020
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